Abstract-This paper describes active shaping of a tensegrity robot by pre-pressure applied to pneumatic actuators that drive the robot. The pre-pressure helps to reduce unevenness of deformation properties of pneumatic actuators. We experimentally examined if transitions among contacts can be performed under pre-pressure using our prototype of a six-strut tensegrity robot. Based on the experimental results, we have found that all transitions between two neighboring contacts can be performed by activating one of twelve actuator pairs.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on the active shaping of a tensegrity robot by pre-pressure applied to pneumatic actuators that drive the robot. Many locomotion robots made of soft material has been extensively studied in the past decade [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Such soft robots may be able to change their shape for rough terrain locomotion, obstacle avoidance, and narrow passage locomotion. On the other hand, it is difficult to build larger robot bodies due to natural deformation of soft material, implying that we have to introduce bones into soft robots to build larger ones. So far, we have proposed to apply tensegrity structures to soft robots as their bones [7] , [8] .
Tensegrity, which was firstly proposed in architecture [9] , [10] , is a mechanical structure consisting of a set of rigid elements connected by elastic tensional elements. Rigid elements, which are referred to as struts, are disconnected one another. The structure keeps its shape due to the equilibrium among the tensile and compressive forces applied to the structure. The concept of tensegrity has been applied not only to architecture [11] , [12] , [13] but also biology [14] and robotics [15] , [16] , [17] We have prototyped a tensegrity robot driven by pneumatic McKibben actuators [18] . We have experimentally shown that the prototype can roll over a flat ground by activating a set of pneumatic actuators in sequence. Through experiments, it turned out that uneven deformation properties of pneumatic actuators warp the shape of a tensegrity robot, hindering the rolling of the robot. To cope with unevenness, we will propose to apply pre-pressure to all pneumatic actuators. By applying the pre-pressure, we can make deformation properties of pneumatic actuators almost constant, resulting hirai@se.ritsumei.ac.jp that the locomotion becomes more robust against the variance in actuator deformation properties. The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section II describes the geometry of a six-strut tensegrity robot. Section III explains pre-pressure for active shaping of a tensegrity robot. Section IV shows experimental results on rolling of a tensegrity robot under pre-pressure. Based on the experimental results, we will investigate how to realize all transitions between neighboring contacts in Section V. Finally, Section VI provides conclusion and future works.
II. GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF TENSEGRITY ROBOT
A. Six-strut Tensegrity Robot Figure 1 -(a) shows a prototype of a six-strut tensegrity robot [18] . This prototype consists of 6 rigid struts and 24 pneumatic McKibben actuators. Elastic McKibben actuators work as tensional elements of a tensegrity structure. We have succeeded to perform successive rolling of our prototype of a six-strut tensegrity robot, as shown in a sequence of snapshots in Figure 2 .
B. Description of Actuators and Triangles of Tensegrity Robot
A six-strut tensegrity forms an icosahedron, consisting of eight regular triangles and twelve non-regular, isosceles triangles. Each stable state over a flat ground is realized when its corresponding triangle is in contact with the ground. In other words, each stable state is specified by its corresponding triangle in contact with the ground. During the rolling locomotion of this six-strut tensegrity robot on a flat 2013 IEEE/ASME International Conference on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics (AIM) Wollongong, Australia, July 9-12, 2013 978-1-4673-5320-5/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE ground, each of the twenty triangles contacts to the ground, implying that the locomotion can be described by a sequence of transitions among contacts, each of which corresponds to a triangle. Let us attach numbers to individual vertices of a sixstrut tensegrity robot, as illustrated in Figure 1 -(b). This numbering is based on the standard in geometry [19] . Each McKibben actuator is specified by a pair of vertices at its both ends. Vertices for individual actuators are listed in Table  I . Each regular triangle is specified by a triplet of vertices. For example, a regular triangle consisting of vertices 1, 5, and 6 is specified by (1, 5, 6) . A regular triangle (1, 5, 6) has three actuators along its all edges. Each non-regular, isosceles triangle is specified by a triplet of vertices as well. The first vertex of the triplet denotes the vertex opposite to the base. The base is specified by a pair of the second and third vertices. For example, a non-regular, isosceles triangle (1, 6, 2) consists of vertex 1 and base (6, 2). A non-regular, isosceles triangle (1, 6, 2) has two actuators along (1, 6) and (2, 1) but no actuator along base (6, 2). Vertices for individual regular triangles are listed in Table II -(a) and vertices for individual non-regular, isosceles triangles are listed in Table  II -(b).
C. Description of Contacts
Recalling that a six-strut tensegrity forms an icosahedron, consisting of eight regular triangles and twelve non-regular, isosceles triangles, we find that the tensegrity robot contacts with the flat ground through one of the twenty triangles. In other words, we have 20 stable states in the rolling of a six-strut tensegrity robot on the flat ground and each state can be specified by a triangle contacting to the ground. Contact specified by a regular triangle is referred to as axial symmetric contact while contact represented by a nonregular, isosceles triangle is referred to as planar symmetric contact [18] . Figure 3 shows a development of an icosahedron, which consists of eight regular triangles (green triangles) and twelve non-regular, isosceles triangles (blue triangles). Transition between two contacts is represented by the corresponding two triangles, which are neighboring each other in the development. Such direct transitions are categorized as follows:
The first represents a single transition from an axial symmetric contact (green triangle) to its neighboring planar symmetric contact (blue triangle). The second represents a single transition from a planar symmetric contact (blue triangle) to its neighboring axial symmetric contact (green triangle). The last denotes a transition between two neighboring planar symmetric contacts. Activating a set of pneumatic actuators may yield not only a single transition but also a sequence of two direct transitions. For example, we may have sequences of two direct transitions categorized as follows:
The former represents a sequence of two transitions, transition from an axial symmetric contact (green triangle) to its neighboring planar symmetric contact (blue triangle), followed by transition from the planar symmetric contact to its neighboring axial symmetric contact (green triangle). Here, the intermediate planar contact is unstable, resulting that the tensegrity robot passes through this contact and reaches to another stable state. The latter represents a sequence of two transitions, transition from a planar symmetric contact (blue triangle) to its neighboring axial symmetric contact (green triangle), followed by transition from the axial symmetric contact to its neighboring planar symmetric contact (blue triangle). 
III. ACTIVE SHAPING OF A TENSEGRITY ROBOT
Rolling of a tensegrity robot is performed through the deformation of the tensegrity structure. Consequently, rolling performance strongly depends on the natural shape of a tensegrity robot. We have shown that our prototype can roll over a flat ground through a sequence of transitions among planar symmetric contacts [18] . On the other hands, we have noticed that the rolling depends on the initial shape of a tensegrity robot. We have applied twenty-four McKibben actuators to our prototype. Individual actuators show different properties in their deformation. Additionally, deformation properties of individual actuators change according to time, resulting that the deformation properties vary more as time passes. Such variance in deformation properties warps the initial shape of a tensegrity robot, hindering the locomotion of the tensegrity robot.
In this paper, we propose to apply pre-pressure to individual pneumatic actuators to cope with such variance. Prepressure applied to McKieebn actuators yield pre-tension of the actuators. This pre-tension is mainly determined by pre-pressure applied to the actuators. Since pre-pressure is constant among the actuators, we can reduce the variance in the initial shape of a tensegrity robot, making the locomotion of a robot robust against the variance in actuator deformation properties. Figure 4 demonstrates how pre-pressure recovers the initial shape of our prototype. Figure 4-(a) shows the initial shape of the prototype without pre-pressure. As shown in the figure, the shape is far from an icosahedron. Figures 4-(b) through (e) show the initial shapes of the prototype when pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa through 0.10 MPa is applied. As shown in the figures, the initial shape becomes close to an icosahedron.
Pre-pressure stabilizes transitions during tensegrity robot rolling. Figures 5-(a-1) through (a-4) show a sequence of snapshots of a transition without pre-pressure. Starting from an axial symmetric contact ( Figure 5-(a-1) ), a tensegrity robot rolls ( Figure 5-(a-2) ) to a planar symmetric contact ( Figure 5-(a-3) ). But, the robot cannot stay at the planar symmetric contact and rolls back to the axial symmetric contact ( Figure 5-(a-4) ). Figures 5-(b-1) through (b-4) show a sequence of snapshots of a transition with pre-pressure of 0.04 MPa. Starting from an axial symmetric contact ( Figure  5-(b-1) ), a tensegrity robot rolls ( Figure 5-(b-2) ) to a planar symmetric contact ( Figure 5-(b-3) ). The robot can stay at the planar symmetric contact ( Figure 5-(b-4) ) thanks to prepressure.
IV. EXPERIMENT ON ROLLING OF TENSEGRITY ROBOT

A. Experimental Setup
Prototype of a six-strut tensegrity robot is shown in Figure  1-(a) . Six struts 570 mm in length are made of aluminum. Two rigid balls of diameter 45 mm are attached to the both ends of each strut. We have used McKibben actuators fabricated by Kanda Tsushin Kogyo. The actuators can generate force of 800 N by applying air pressure of 0.5 MPa. Contraction ratio is almost 34 % without any load and 20 % under the load of 3 N by applying air pressure of 0.5 MPa. Air pressure to the actuators is applied externally through air hoses.
We have found that a pair of McKibben actuators can drive our prototype [18] . Let us apply air pressure of 0.50 MPa to a pair of McKibben actuators. Note that we have 24 C 2 = 276 actuator pairs available. Experimentally examining all 276 pairs, we have obtained actuator pairs capable of performing rolling from an axial or planar symmetric contacts. Starting from an axial symmetric contact, 6 pairs can perform transitions from the axial symmetric contact to its neighboring planar symmetric contacts (AP) while 3 pairs perform transitions from the axial symmetric contact to other axial symmetric contacts through its neighboring planar symmetric contacts (APA). Starting from a planar symmetric contact, 50 pairs can perform transitions from the planar symmetric contact to its neighboring axial symmetric contacts (PA) while 2 pairs perform transitions from the planar symmetric contact to other planar symmetric contacts through its neighboring axial symmetric contacts (PAP). In this paper, we will examine the above pairs can perform transitions under pre-pressure applied to all actuators.
B. Experimental Results
Let us apply air pressure of 0.50 MPa to any pair out of 6 actuator pairs that preform transitions from an axial symmetric contact to its neighboring planar symmetric contacts (AP). Starting from an axial symmetric contact specified by triangle (1, 2, 3 ) under pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa, we have found that 3 pairs listed in Table III -(a) can perform transitions to its neighboring planar symmetric contact, (2, 7, 3), (1, 6, 2), and (1, 3, 4) . Namely, 3 pairs out of 6 pairs can perform the transitions to planar symmetric contacts under pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa. Under pre-pressure of 0.04 MPa and over, these three pairs cannot perform any transition. The other three pairs cannot perform any transition under pre-pressure.
Let us apply air pressure of 0.50 MPa to any pair out of 3 actuator pairs that preform transitions from an axial symmetric contact to other axial symmetric contacts through its neighboring planar symmetric contacts (APA). Starting from an axial symmetric contact specified by triangle (1, 2, 3 ) under pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa, we have found that all 3 pairs listed in Table III -(a) can perform transitions. In this case, two pairs can perform the transitions to other axial symmetric contacts, (2, 11, 7) and (3, 8, 4) . On the other hand, an actuator pair of (1, 3) and (5, 9) performs transition from axial symmetric contact (1, 2, 3) to its neighboring planar symmetric contact (1, 6, 2). Without pre-pressure, this pair causes two transitions, (1, 2, 3) → (1, 6, 2) and (1, 6, 2) → (1, 5, 6) successively. Under pre-pressure, this pair realizes the former transition alone.
Let us apply air pressure of 0.50 MPa to any pair out of 50 actuator pairs that preform transitions from a planar symmetric contact to its neighboring axial symmetric contacts (PA). Starting from a planar symmetric contact specified by triangle (1, 3, 4) under pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa, we have found that 20 pairs listed in Table IV -(a) can perform transitions to its neighboring axial symmetric contact, (1, 2, 3) and (1,2,3) (1,2), (2,11) (2,7,3) (2,7,3) × × × × (1,2,3) (1,3), (1,5) (1,6,2) (1,6,2) × × × × (1,2,3) (2,3), (3,8) ( (1,2,3) (1,2), (10,11) (2,11,7) (2,11,7)
All transitions are in category APA except transition to (1, 6, 2) in category AP. Let us apply air pressure of 0.50 MPa to any pair out of 2 actuator pairs that preform transitions from a planar symmetric contact to other planar symmetric contacts through its neighboring axial symmetric contacts (PAP). Starting from a planar symmetric contact specified by triangle (1, 3, 4) under pre-pressure of 0.02 MPa, we have found that all 2 pairs listed in Table IV -(b) can perform transitions. Both pairs, however, cannot perform the transitions to planar symmetric contacts, both perform transitions to axial symmetric contacts neighboring to (1, 3, 4) . Without pre-pressure, actuator pair of (1, 3) and (1, 5) causes two transitions, (1, 3, 4) → (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 3) → (1, 6, 2) successively. Under pre-pressure, this pair realizes the former transition alone.
V. TRANSITIONS FOR ROLLING
In [18] , we have proposed to use transitions from a planar symmetric contact to another planar symmetric contact through its neighboring axial symmetric contact (transitions in category PAP). This scheme works unless an unintentional axial symmetric contact happens. To cope with axial symmetric contacts, we have to perform transitions from an axial symmetric contact to its neighboring planar symmetric contact (transitions in category AP). Then, we have to control all 24 pneumatic actuators independently, resulting that 24 pneumatic control valves should be installed inside a rolling tensegrity robot. In this paper, we will challenge to reduce the number of pneumatic valves needed to tensegrity robot rolling.
Based on experimental results in the previous section, we can select actuator pairs for all transitions between neighboring contacts. Let us reduce the number of actuator pairs as possible since we have to introduce pneumatic valves to activate individual actuator pairs. Here we select 12 actuator pairs listed in Table V . The 12 pairs can perform (1,6), (6,11) #12 (7, 12) , (10, 12) all transitions from each axial symmetric contact to its neighboring planar symmetric contact as shown in Figure  6 . For example, transition from (4, 5, 9) to (4, 9, 8) can be performed by an actuator pair of (3, 4) and (4, 5) under pre-pressure between 0.00 MPa through 0.02 MPa. The 12 pairs can perform all transitions from each planar symmetric contact to its neighboring axial symmetric contact as shown in Figure 7 . For example, transition from (4, 9, 8) to (4, 5, 9) can be performed by an actuator pair of (4, 9) and (9, 12) under pre-pressure between 0.04 MPa through 0.06 MPa. Consequently, we can perform all transitions among 24 contacts through 12 actuator pairs under pre-pressure control. Figures 6 and 7 indicate an actuator pair to be driven starting from the current contact.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have proposed active shaping of a pneumatically-driven tensegrity robot through pre-pressure applied to pneumatic actuators of the robot and experimentally investigated how pre-pressure affects the tensegrity robot rolling. We have investigated if transitions among contacts can be performed under pre-pressure using our prototype of a six-strut tensegrity robot. We have found that transitions in category AP as well as transitions in category APA can be performed under pre-pressure. We have found that transitions in category PA can be performed but transitions in category PAP cannot be realized under prepressure. Based on the experimental results, we have found that all transitions between two neighboring contacts can be performed by activating one of twelve actuator pairs.
Future works include (a) detection of orientation of a tensegrity robot, (b) miniaturized pneumatic devices for internally powered locomotion, and (c) locomotion via strut driving. We need to detect the orientation of a tensegrity robot and to identify its contacting triangle to determine pneumatic McKibben actuators to be driven. We will apply a set of accelerometers to detect the orientation of a tensegrity robot. Once we can detect the contacting triangle of a sixstrut tensegrity robot, we can determine a pair of driving actuators via Figures 6 and 7. Current prototype is externally powered; a pneumatic system is outside the prototype. Our prototype has space enough to install the pneumatic system inside its body. We will apply miniaturized pneumatic valves [20] to our prototype so that the pneumatic system including air sources, control valves, and micro controllers are installed inside the robot. Here we have applied rolling locomotion of a tensegrity robot via shrinkage of tensile elements. Another possibility would lie in inchworm locomotion instead of rolling locomotion. Also, we can drive struts rather than tensile elements for tensegrity robot locomotion. We will challenge such locomotion and driving.
